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There is an understandable tendency to date the
Supreme Court’s involvement with baseball
from 1922, when the Court decided Federal

Baseball Club of Baltimore v. National League of Pro-
fessional Base Ball Clubs—the original baseball
antitrust-exemption case.1 And there is a correspon-
ding tendency to dwell on William Howard Taft—he
was chief justice when Federal Baseballwas decided2—
when discussing early baseball fandom on the Court.3

The first tendency is not only understandable but
also pretty much correct. The Court heard only a few
baseball-related cases before 1922, and none was
especially weighty from either a legal or a baseball
perspective (although each was surely important to the
people involved).4

The second tendency, while also understandable,
is not so correct. Taft was a baseball fan, but he was
neither the first nor the most fanatical on the Court
that decided Federal Baseball, not by a long shot.

Justice Joseph McKenna was first,
which is easy to prove: He was a
fan,5 and he was the longest-serving
member of the Court at the time
Federal Baseball was decided.6

Justice William R. Day was the
most fanatical, which is not so easy
to prove: The sketches of Taft-the-
fan and Day-the-fan that make up
the bulk of this article are intended
to give readers enough information
to decide for themselves. After con-
sidering those sketches and the
sources on which they are based,
reasonable minds might differ about
whether Day was the most intense
of the many intense followers of
baseball who have served on the
Court—good cases might be made
for several others, including Chief
Justice Fred Vinson7 and Justices
Potter Stewart,8 Harry Blackmun,9

John Paul Stevens,10 Samuel Alito,11

and Sonia Sotomayor12—but none
would dispute that he at least de-
serves a place among them.

Not surprisingly, there were plenty of other baseball
fans on the Court during, and even before, the period
covered by McKenna’s (1898–1925), Day’s (1903–22),
and Taft’s (1921–30) service.13 Chief Justice Edward D.
White (1894–1921)14 and Justices John Marshall Har-
lan (1877–1911),15 Horace H. Lurton (1910–14),16 and
Mahlon Pitney (1912–22),17 for example. And no doubt
a thorough search would turn up many more.18 There is,
however, nothing to suggest that up to 1922 any mem-
ber of the Supreme Court was either as deeply
interested in the game as Day was or portrayed as being
as deeply interested in the game as Taft was. And so we
turn to Taft and Day in their very different capacities as
fans of the national pastime.

WILLIAM HOWARD TAFT, THE OFFICIAL-CAPACITY FAN
Attention to Taft over Day in the context of baseball is
understandable both because Taft was, and remains,
so much more noticeable than Day and because Taft
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The U.S. Supreme Court, 1921–22. Back row, left to right: Justices Louis D. Brandeis, Mahlon
Pitney, James McReynolds, and John H. Clarke. Front row, left to right: Justices William R. Day
and Joseph McKenna, Chief Justice William Howard Taft, and Justices Oliver Wendell Holmes
and Willis Van Devanter.
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was, in fact, a baseball fan of a sort, if not a particu-
larly intense one.

Taft’s superior noticeability began at a personal
level, with the physical differences between the two
men. (Compare the photos below of Taft on the left
and Day on the right.) Taft was a very substantial
human being, an attribute noted and caricatured in the
news media (see, for example, the cover of Judgemag-
azine on page 96)19 and even privately among his
friends.20 Day, in contrast, was sufficiently slender and
frail—“of delicate physique,” as his diplomatic col-
league Justice Charles Evans Hughes put it21—to be the
target of the occasional cartoon (see, for example,
“midget” Day on page 97) or friendly barb as well.22 At
a professional level, there were substantial differences
too. Both men were important public figures from the
1890s onward, but Taft was by far the more prominent.
In fact, Taft remains to this day a uniquely successful
accumulator of high offices in the federal government.
He is the only person ever to hold the highest execu-
tive office in the United States (he was president from
1909 to 1913) and the highest judicial office (he was
chief justice from 1921 to 1930).23 Day’s highest exec-
utive and judicial positions were secretary of state
(1898) and associate justice (1903–22)24—all of which
would be impressive when compared to anyone’s ca-
reer other than Taft’s.25 And so it should come as no

surprise that Taft, who loomed so much larger than
Day in person and in office in their own time (and in
history books ever since), should also be more easily
noticed for his baseball associations.

Nevertheless, there is little evidence, other than
occasional and unsubstantiated journalistic froth,26

that Taft’s interest in baseball was anything more than
friendly, polite, and dutiful. By all appearances, he was
sometimes involved with the game, but never in love
with it. His four famous involvements with baseball
reflect this fairly detached relationship.

First and most famously, on April 14, 1910, he be-
came the first president of the United States to toss
the ceremonial first pitch on opening day at a major-
league game.27 The moment came as a surprise to Taft
(an odd reaction, in light of the fact that plans report-
edly had been made for the same stunt at the opening
of the 1909 season):28

President Taft, provided with pass No. 1, today
enjoyed the novel experience of seeing the
Washington American league team win a ball
game. . . .

Last year, the executive saw Washington play
Boston, late in the season, but the local players
got stage fright when the president arrived and
threw away the game. Mr. Taft remarked then that

he must be a “hoodoo” and remained away
from the ball park the rest of the season. . . .

The president took an active part in the game.
Just before play was started, Umpire “Billy”
Evans made his way to the Taft box in the
right wing of the grand stand, and presented
the chief magistrate with a new ball.

President Is Surprised.
The president took the ball in his gloved hand
as if he were at a loss what to do with it
[seemingly unaware of a Washington baseball
tradition in which an official of the District of
Columbia government threw out the first
pitch of the Senators’ major league season29]
until Evans told him he was expected to
throw it over the plate when he gave the
signal. . . .

The president watched the players warm up,
and a few minutes later shook hands with the
managers, McAleer and Mack. When the bell
rang for the beginning of the game, the pres-
ident shifted uneasily in his seat, the umpire
gave the signal, and Mr. Taft raised his arm.
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William Howard Taft, substantial. William R. Day, lean.
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Catcher Street stood at the home plate
ready to receive the ball, but the presi-
dent knew the pitcher was the man
who usually began business operations
with it, so he threw it straight to Pitcher
Walter Johnson.30

Taft would later reprise his performance,31

and his successor Woodrow Wilson
would continue the practice.32 Now it is a
national tradition, and a yearly opportu-
nity to remind baseball fans that Taft was
one of their kind.33

Taft does not seem to have attended
many non-opening-day games during his
presidency. For the most part, news re-
ports portray him putting in appearances
at games connected with official func-
tions—during a visit to Princeton to
receive an honorary degree, for exam-
ple34—and therefore perhaps unavoidable.

This cool, official-capacity interest in
baseball might be an accurate portrayal, or
it might be the product of incomplete coverage by jour-
nalists (unlikely, when the subject is the president of
the United States) or of imperfect research by the author
(surely more likely). It is supported, however, by news
coverage of Taft’s relationship with baseball before and
after the end of his term as president in March 1913.
Compare the following hostile story in theMontgomery
Advertiser about Taft’s presidential enthusiasm for base-
ball with the subsequent friendly but nevertheless
devastating report in the Washington Post about Taft’s
actual (and minimal) engagement with baseball post-
presidency.

From the Montgomery Advertiser (March 3, 1913):

After March 4 [President-elect WoodrowWilson’s
inauguration day], it’s going to be the real thing
to be numbered among the faithful as a baseball
bug in the national capital. For the first time in
the history of the United States, the three big men
of the nation will be men who understand and
enjoy the national pastime.

During the last administration, the lamented
Vice-President Sherman was a real baseball fan,
while Chief Justice White of the Supreme Court
never missed a game when baseball did not inter-
fere with his duties.

President Taft often visited the ball lot, but he did
it only on state occasions when his managers

thought it good politics. He would toss the ball
on the field at the opening game with a stage Taft
smile. When he visited Chicago, he would gener-
ally visit the Cub[s’] ball park, for be it known
that Charley [Taft’s brother, Charles P. Taft] is
largely interested in [that is, has a financial inter-
est in] the Cubs and the presence of the President
meant a big throng and additional dollars to
brother Charles.

He attended another historic game in Pittsburgh,
but that time again the Cubs were playing and as
before it meant sesterces to the fond relative who
has financed all of the Taft campaigns.35

Anyone who has seen Mr. Taft in the grand stand
readily recognized that he enjoyed a baseball
game about as much as an undertaker does a
christening. He would applaud at the right time,
when nudged by some political and baseball ad-
viser. He would stretch at the opening of the
“lucky” seventh, again being nudged by the
afore-mentioned baseball and political adviser,
but he always had the appearance that he would
lots rather be in juxtaposition to a big steak
with all the trimmings, with a napkin tucked
under his chin.36

And, then, three months after Taft had left the White
House, from the Washington Post (June 7, 1913):

Taft’s girth was the object of con-
siderable comment and caricature
and, as here, could be used to
illustrate aspects of his political
profile. As a boy, according to his
semiofficial campaign biography
in 1908, “he was a good play-
fellow, a bit too slow moving for a
first class captain of baseball, but
a master swimmer, and pioneer of
the ‘plumping’ game at marbles.”
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Mr. Taft confessed that he had not kept in as
close touch with baseball “as a good fan should,”
adding that he had been following the college
teams more closely than the professionals. He
thought, however, that he recalled that New York
was at the head of one league, while Cincinnati
was at the bottom. He inquired if “[Walter] John-
son was still pitching as good ball as ever,” and
when told that he had lost a few games, re-
marked: “They must be getting on to him.”37

In the years after he left the presidency, Taft did in fact
watch some baseball at his alma mater and employer
(he was a law professor at Yale from 1913 until he was
appointed chief justice by President Warren G. Harding
in 1921), but perhaps not much. News reports of his
attendance at Yale games are few and far between.38

His sporadic attendance at those games is reflected in
a 1919 news story about a Yale commencement-day
game against Harvard seen by Taft, “who found his
two-seat-in-one location [recall Taft’s size] in the
grandstand just where he left it years ago.”39

However unkind Taft’s critics might have been
about his reasons for visiting major-league parks while
he was president, his own behavior once he left office
lent those unkindnesses a ring of truth.

Second, Taft had a close family connection to base-
ball. His brother Charles P. Taft had financial interests
in Major League Baseball,40 including a variety of
transactions, involving the Chicago Cubs during the
early nineteenth century, that rose, at one point, to
majority ownership of the club (from 1914 to 1916).41

Brother William became a Cubs fan of a sort.42 Wouldn’t
you, if your brother owned a major-league team?

The combination of those first two involvements in
baseball, accompanied perhaps by rumors of his sup-
port for the reserve clause,43 probably led to Taft’s third
involvement. In November 1918, owners of the Amer-
ican League and National League teams offered Taft
the job of commissioner of Major League Baseball.44

Taft’s response was not enthusiastic and, in the end,
nothing came of the proposal.45

Fourth and finally, there was the Federal Baseball
case. As chief justice, Taft presided over oral argument
of the case on April 19, 1922.46 As the senior member
of the Court in the majority, he was responsible for
either writing the Court’s opinion himself or assigning
it to another member of the majority.47 He assigned it
to Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes (a man with no in-
terest in any sports, including baseball),48 who wrote
a telegraphic, dispassionate opinion. And again as
chief justice, Taft presided over Holmes’s announce-

ment of the decision in the case on May 29, 1922.49

That is all there is for Taft and Federal Baseball.
And that is pretty much all there is for Taft and

baseball more generally.
In sum, once he turned the presidency and the as-

sociated opening day duties over to Woodrow Wilson
in 1913, Taft’s involvement in baseball pretty much
dried up, as did newspaper coverage associating him
with the game—except for stories about his brother
Charles’s baseball interests and his Court’s handling
of the Federal Baseball case.50 This was not because
Taft had lost interest in sports or because the press had
lost interest in Taft and his interest in sports. Rather, it
was because Taft was devoting his leisure time to his
one true sporting love: golf, a game he had picked up
in middle age in the late nineteenth century.51 Taft
played at every opportunity throughout his long years
of public service and teaching and well into his old
age, giving it up only when ordered to do so by his
doctors.52 Even then he took at least one more cere-
monial swing, long after he had given up baseball
ceremonies.53 Coverage of his golf outings and love of
the sport continued to and through his dying day.54

William Howard Taft had many redeeming quali-
ties,55 but commentators who include a wild and
enduring enthusiasm for the national pastime among
them are exaggerating (although he undoubtedly en-
joyed a good baseball game).56 He was indeed a true
sports fanatic. Of golf. With respect to baseball, he was
a casual and dutiful sometime fan, an occasionally
friendly follower.

WILLIAM R. DAY, THE PERSONAL-CAPACITY FAN
After the stories of Taft and baseball, William R. Day’s
engagement with baseball might at first glance seem
trivial. He did not inaugurate the presidential first-
pitch tradition, no one in his family ever owned a

In this detail from a cartoon in an undated newspaper clipping, Day’s
“delicate physique” is the theme. Oliver Wendell Holmes called Day’s
son, who was tall and brawny, “a block off the old chip.”
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major-league team, he was never offered the commis-
sionership, and he neither presided over nor wrote an
opinion in an important baseball case. Nevertheless,
Day does deserve to be considered the First Fan of
Baseball on the Supreme Court because he demon-
strated his love for the game in both his professional
and his personal life.

Compare, for example, Day’s role in the creation of
a baseball tradition with Taft’s. As we have seen, Taft
was president in April 1910, when others (just who
those others were is uncertain)57 arranged for the pres-
ident to throw out the first pitch of the Major League
Baseball season at Griffith Stadium.58 Taft appeared
and performed in public, to great acclaim and annual
recollection down to the present.59

In contrast, Day was a justice of the Supreme Court
in October of that year, as the major-league season was
drawing to a close. He was on the bench, hearing oral
argument in Washington, D.C., while the World Series
was being played. His response suggests a genuine
interest in arranging his professional life to accommo-
date his love of baseball, even at some cost to his own
dignity, and even the dignity of the Court:

Justice Day is perhaps the one real baseball fan
on the bench. Justices White and McKenna go in
for it mildly but Justice Day laments that to sit on
the bench never seems so difficult as when there
is a game in Washington. Ordinarily in such cases
he contents himself with reading about the game
when court has adjourned but when the world
series was on, he could not resign himself with
such patience. While the court was sitting he sig-
nalled a page every little while and whispered the
direction in his ear: “Find out what the score is.”

This became so frequent that the court officials
decided to keep the Justice posted from inning to
inning.60

Similar reports appeared in the press during the 1912
World Series:

There was diversion in the session of the United
States Supreme Court this afternoon. The Chief
Justice and the Associate Justices were listening
to argument in the case of the Government
against the Bathtub Trust. But there was just a
suspicion of uneasiness or distraction on the part
of the court—something that suggested ex-
pectancy or keen interest in matters not
connected with bathtubs or the Sherman anti-
trust law.

The court page entered the judicial chamber with
some show of excitement, and, hurrying to the
bench, handed a slip of paper to Associate Justice
Day. It was evident that the Bathtub Trust was
forgotten by the Justices as the slip of paper was
passed down the line. In groups of two or three
the distinguished jurists of the highest court in
the land leaned over the paper and read eagerly
what was written on it.

This diversion happened at intervals throughout
the session of the court. Then it came out that for
the first time in its history the Supreme Bench
was getting bulletins of a baseball game. [Obvi-
ously, the Times reporter had not been in the
courtroom in 1910.] Justice Day, the foremost fan
on the court, made arrangements for the bulletin
service. The progress of the final match in the
world’s series was made known to the court in-
ning by inning.61

Interviewed many years later for a biography of Day,
his son Rufus told a similar story.62

Later coverage of these episodes, and their steady
identification of Day as the instigator and organizer,
suggests that at least during Day’s tenure on the Court
such updates became a tradition and even that re-
porters themselves were sometimes the sources of
Day’s on-the-bench reports.63 So it should come as no
surprise that, when Day announced his retirement in
1922, newspaper coverage included descriptions of his
enthusiasm for baseball and highlighted his World
Series tradition. For example:

A baseball fan of the first calibre[,] Justice Day
has always found time to follow the game. He
knows the big league players by name, keeping
up to the minute on their batting averages, and
while he never has permitted his fondness for the
play to interfere with his judicial duties he fre-
quently has hurried from the court to the ball
park as soon as he could lay aside his robe, and
during the world series has always kept advised
upon the bench of the progress of the game, play
by play.64

After Day’s death in 1923, news coverage and obituar-
ies featured similar reports. For example:

Justice Day had one hobby. It was baseball. Few
games did he miss when business would permit
him to attend. Even on the bench, it was his cus-
tom to receive the reports of the baseball games
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by innings during most serious deliberations. It
is said that the justice would have a clerk learn
the progress of the game and write it on a slip of
paper. This a page would lay on the desk. After
Justice Day had glanced at it, he would pass it on
to his colleagues.65

And:

Justice Day was a dyed-in-the-wool baseball
fan. . . . During the world series he always
arranged to keep advised of the contests, having
telegraphic reports play by play passed to him
upon the bench. These he read with keen interest
and as he passed them along the bench to his col-
leagues he would add some criticism upon the
progress of the contest.66

After Day’s death, the tradition of on-the-bench World
Series updates seems to have lapsed.67 At least there
are no more news stories about it, other than an occa-

sional reference to its existence in the past.68 Which
invites the obvious conclusion: The establishment and
lifespan of this tradition were purely a product of Day’s
love for the game. It was created by him, led by him,
and expired with him.69 The same cannot be said of
Taft and the first-pitch tradition.

What little we know of Day’s work as a justice off
the bench also suggests a fan’s preoccupation with the
game. For example, among his papers at the Library of
Congress is a 1912 letter to his colleague Charles Evans
Hughes, who joined the Court in 1910. Apparently,
Hughes forwarded to Day an application for some sort
of writ (in this context, a request by someone for an
order to be issued by a justice of the Supreme Court)
that had initially been submitted to Hughes. Lacking
both Hughes’s cover letter and the application itself, we
cannot know what it was all about, but we can be pretty
sure that it did not involve the infield-fly rule. Day’s
reply to Hughes does invoke the rule nonetheless:

March 19, 1912

My dear Judge:

My mail last evening brought to me the reference
of the enclosed communication.

As the application is to you as “Ex-Governor,” I
must respectfully decline to grant the writ. My
own opinion is that the writer is a victim of too
close study of the somewhat complicated rules
and procedure concerning infield flies.

If you think I have not properly acted on this ap-
plication there is precedent for referring it to the
court for action by a full bench.

Faithfully yours,
William R. Day70

The Baseball “Crank.” When Day joined the Supreme
Court in 1903, he was already known as an avid base-
ball fan.71 Even in his early years on the Court, reports
of his appearances at games reflected a journalistic
awareness of his routine attendance, which in turn re-
flected an interest on Day’s part that extended beyond
opening days, World Series, and other especially spec-
tacular games. For example:

Mr. Justice Day, of the United States Supreme
Court, was in his accustomed seat back of the
home team’s bench and rooted with his usual
vigor for the Nationals. He was accompanied by
several ladies.72

Day developed a reputation as the Supreme Court’s most avid and
knowledgeable baseball fan. During the World Series, he would
arrange to have a page provide him with inning-by-inning updates,
and his fellow justices were eager to read them as he passed the
slips of paper to them while hearing oral arguments.
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And:

No one enjoys baseball more than Mr. Justice
Day, of the Supreme Court. He is a regular spec-
tator and yesterday induced Mr. Justice Harlan to
lay aside his golf sticks and attend the game.

“Is that gentleman in blue who says ‘tuh’ the
chief justice of the game?” asked Mr. Harlan of
his colleague.

“Yes,” responded Mr. Day, “and if any of those
players attempt to argue with him he will point
his finger toward the bench and out of the game
he will go.” 73

And:

Justice Day is probably the best posted on the na-
tional game of any of his associates on the
Supreme bench, for he has played it [a likely in-
accuracy discussed below], and never misses an
exhibition when he is in the city, and a ball game
is advertised.74

As the years passed, reporters picked up on another,
larger pattern in Day’s baseball-viewing habits: “Jus-
tice Day will remain in Washington, a devotee of
baseball, until mid-summer when he will go to Mack-
inac [in northern Michigan, where he rented a cottage
every year for the Day family’s summer vacation].”75

Of course, Day wasn’t staying in Washington just for
the baseball and the fine weather. He had work to do.76

But that didn’t keep him away from the ballparks dur-
ing the early summer months, as the datelines on
many Day-related baseball stories show.

The news coverage of Day’s attendance at games
over time also reflected journalists’ awareness of
Day’s deep enthusiasm for and knowledge of the
game. Referring to him as “The Court’s Real Baseball
‘Crank,’”77 the New York Times described Day’s base-
ball persona in 1910:

Mr. Justice Day, President Roosevelt’s first selec-
tion for the Supreme Court, is the baseball “fan”
par excellence of the court. While Justices White
and McKenna never miss a game if they can help
it, Justice Day is a real baseball “crank.” He
knows as much about the rules of the game as
he does about the rules of the Supreme Court it-
self, and he knows practically all the players in
the big league clubs, not only by name and rep-
utation, but by sight. When the schedule of the

Supreme Court comes into conflict with the
schedule of the Washington ball team, Justice
Day attends the performance of the former under
dire protest. If he can possibly arrange to get
away, he will shed his judicial robes without fur-
ther ado, and hie himself away to a grand stand
seat, where he can pass judgment on the chasers
of the baseball, rather than on the merits of argu-
ments of lawyers engaged in shadowing the
Constitution.78

And as the Portland Oregonian reported in 1907, “He
is 58, slight, also retiring and silent unless he is wit-
nessing a baseball game.”79

Evidence relating to the place of baseball in Day’s
early years and in his family life is truly sparse. What
little there is points to an interest in baseball that dated
back to his youth and that in adulthood he shared it
with his sons. His files at the Library of Congress con-
tain correspondence in which he “admit[s] having
been interested in baseball during my college life,—an
interest which I still retain,”80 and a letter from his son
Luther reveals an ongoing interest in the performance
of the baseball team in Day’s hometown of Canton,
Ohio.81 A Washington Post story places Day at a
Georgetown–Princeton game with his son Rufus.82

Strangely, Day’s long, passionate, and public love
affair with baseball was not in his own time and is not
now commonly associated with the outcome of the
Federal Baseball case. No one singles out Day the pas-
sionate baseball enthusiast, accusing him of voting for
the antitrust exemption because he was biased in favor
of the baseball establishment in all its traditional, col-
lusive, reserve-clause glory. This is in notable contrast
to the abuse heaped on Taft and Holmes for Federal
Baseball (recall that Holmes wrote the opinion for the
Court),83 and, more recently, on Justice Harry A. Black-
mun,84 the author of the opinion for the Court in Flood
v. Kuhn—the most recent decision upholding the base-
ball antitrust exemption.85 Exploration of the reasons
for this odd neglect of Day (treatment surely gratifying
to him, wherever he is) are beyond the scope of this
article. But one possibility comes easily to mind: Day
was the only one of the four whose involvement in
baseball was limited to fanatically keeping up with the
players and the games. He was just a fan.

POSTSCRIPT: PLAYERS?
One aspect of baseball does seem to have been beyond
the reach or interest of both Taft and Day: competitive
play. It sometimes happens, however, that celebrities
in the full flower of their fame receive credit they do
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not deserve for youthful accomplishments that never
happened. This may be the case with Taft and Day
and baseball.

Taft Did Not Play Third for Yale. Numerous modern reports—
most citing Andrew Zimbalist’s book Baseball and
Billions: A Probing Look Inside the Big Business of Our
National Pastime (1992)—place Taft at third base on
the Yale baseball team during his college years in the
mid-1870s,86 usually in the context of some sort of cri-
tique of the Federal Baseball case and Taft’s position
as head of the court that decided it. Zimbalist writes of
Federal Baseball that it was decided by “a court headed
by former President William Howard Taft, himself an
erstwhile third baseman at Yale University.”87 Zimbal-
ist provides a footnote to The Imperfect Diamond: A
History of Baseball’s Labor Wars (1980), by Lee
Lowenfish and Tony Lupien. Unfortunately, Lowenfish
and Lupien provide no support for their claim. Zim-
balist makes the same claim in his 1994 article
“Baseball Economics and Antitrust Immunity,” this
time with a footnote to the Supreme Court’s Federal
Baseball opinion, which says nothing at all about Taft
or Yale baseball.88 In other words, neither Lowenfish
and Lupien nor Zimbalist provide evidence to support
the claim that Taft played third at Yale. Neither do au-
thors who reproduce the story, with or without credit
to Lowenfish and Lupien or to Zimbalist.89Apprised of
the error, Lowenfish has corrected it in the third edi-
tion of The Imperfect Diamond (Nebraska, 2010).

Concrete proof of participation in interscholastic
athletics in the nineteenth century can be hard to
come by, except for those stars whose names appeared
in newspapers at the time, making it practically impos-
sible to prove a negative. But in Taft’s case the very

extremity of his celebrity in adulthood generated some
pretty convincing evidence that he was never on the
Yale baseball team.

When Taft ran for president in 1908, he was the
subject of puffy presidential-campaign biographies.
These are just the sort of publication that could be
expected to make the most of every accomplishment
or shred of evidence that might support a maximally
inflated account of an accomplishment in the candi-
date’s life. Yet here is what the semiofficial William
Howard Taft: The Man of the Hour (it featured an
introductory chapter by Taft’s sponsor, President
Theodore Roosevelt) said of Taft the boy:

He was a good play-fellow, a bit too slow moving
for a first class captain of baseball, but a master
swimmer, and pioneer of the ‘plumping’ game at
marbles.90

And when he reached Yale in 1874:

The photographs taken of him then show a clean-
cut youngster, solid but not fat, with a figure
which showed power in every line. He was hailed
by his classmates as a certain champion in athlet-
ics, and the football enthusiasts received him as
a tower of strength for the team. But Taft did not
go in for athletics. He was in college for the sake
of an education, and he meant to make the ut-
most of his opportunity. . . . He joined in the play
of his fellows, worked in the gymnasium, wres-
tled, and played football a little. But his athletics
were for exercise and recreation, not a means of
winning honor or reputation.91
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Judges Horace H. Lurton, William Howard
Taft, and William R. Day, all of them noted
baseball fans of varying degrees, served
together on the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals
in the 1890s and would later serve at one
time or another on the U.S. Supreme Court.
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The tradition, established by Day, of on-the-bench game updates
died with him, but it was revived, briefly, half a century later. In
October 1973, Justice Potter Stewart, a Reds fan, assigned his clerks
the task of sending a page in with an update every half inning during
the NLCS between the Reds and Mets. The first note is thought to
be in the handwriting of Fred Davis, the second and third in the hand-
writing of Andy Purvis, both of them Stewart clerks. The date on the
second note is in Harry Blackmun’s hand. Stewart and Potter passed
each other baseball notes for several years after that.
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Similarly, here is what Robert Lee Dunn writes in his
William Howard Taft: American about Taft’s career in
college sports:

He showed prowess in various individual con-
tests, especially in wrestling. He did not join any
of the ’Varsity teams, though once he was anchor
in a tug of war. His father had sent him to Yale to
study and the young man sought to win honors
in scholarship as Judge Taft [his father] has done
in the same college before him.92

Hardly ringing claims, or even feeble ones, of baseball
prowess. Taft, it seems, was a big nerd, and proud of
it. And to the extent he was even willing to play sports,
baseball was not a candidate.

Day Probably Did Not Play for Michigan. Claims about Day and
a collegiate baseball career are neither as recent nor as
specific as they are for Taft. Still, they too exist, and they
too are unaccompanied by supporting evidence.

In the years following Day’s appointment to the
Supreme Court, much was made of his intense interest
in baseball.93 For some newspapers at the time, this
extended to reports that Day “was educated at Ann

Arbor [the University of Michigan], where he was
a member of the baseball team and noted as a
sprinter.”94Alas, those reports did not quote anyone or
cite any sources for Day’s collegiate athleticism.

More plausible is the New York Times’s report on
Day’s death in 1923:

Justice Day’s health was never good. . . . He was
of slight physique, and never took part in any
games or sports. But he made up for this lack by
his undisguised pleasure in watching big league
baseball games.95

His biographer, who enjoyed the cooperation of Day’s
family, friends, and former colleagues on the Court,96

writes, “Of his student days at Ann Arbor little has
been recorded. Incidents, however, have been reported.
. . .” Unfortunately, none of those incidents appears to
have had anything to do with sports.97

Evidence relating to the place of baseball in Day’s
early years amounts to very nearly nothing. The only
clue I have found is the 1912 letter, in his files at the
Library of Congress, in which he “admit[s] having
been interested in baseball during my college life,—
an interest which I still retain.”98 Maybe there is some
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For several years in the mid-1970s, Justices Potter Stewart and Harry Blackmun exchanged baseball notes during Supreme Court
proceedings. The note to the left records details of their wager on the 1975 World Series. Stewart won. To the right is a gracious word
he scrawled to Blackmun.
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better evidence, somewhere else, that Day played
for Michigan.

POST-POSTSCRIPT: TRADITIONAL RENEWAL
The baseball tradition with which Taft is associated in
his official capacity as president—the first pitch—re-
mains vibrant.99 The tradition with which Day ought to
be associated in his personal capacity as a baseball
fan who happened to work at the Supreme Court—the
on-the-bench update—died with him.100 But Day’s
tradition has been revived, at least once, briefly.

Justice Potter Stewart, who served on the Supreme
Court from 1958 to 1981, was a baseball fan, and a
Cincinnati Reds fan in particular.101 The Reds and the
New York Mets played for the National League cham-
pionship in early October 1973. In his article “Court
of Dreams” (2005), Skip Card quotes Terry Perris, one
of Stewart’s clerks, and an assignment Stewart gave
his clerks that October:

He had asked us to keep tabs of the score of the
Reds–Mets game while he was on the bench and
we were at our desks doing our work, and to
send into him via one of the pages half-inning
reports of the score of the game. We did that
throughout the playoffs while the Court was in
session.102

Most of those half-inning reports are probably either
lost to history or locked up in Stewart’s sealed papers
at Yale University.103 But a series of three notes from
the Reds–Mets game of October 10, apparently passed
along the bench from Stewart to his colleague Justice
Harry Blackmun, are preserved in Blackmun’s files
(see opposite page).

According to Card, the first note is in the hand-
writing of Fred Davis, another Stewart clerk, and the
second and third notes are in the handwriting of Andy
Purvis, yet another Stewart clerk. The date on the sec-
ond note is in Blackmun’s handwriting.104

Stewart and Blackmun passed each other notes
about baseball for several years after that,105 including
at least one exchange in October 1975 that appears
to record a World Series wager and mark its payout
(see above).

Who knows what else might turn up when Stew-
art’s papers are eventually unsealed?

One thing should be obvious, though: Taft and Day
are long gone, but baseball fandom on the Supreme
Court lives on. �
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